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Abstract We propose a gauged B−L extension of the stan-
dard model (SM) where light neutrinos are of Dirac type by
virtue of tiny Yukawa couplings. To achieve leptogenesis, we
include additional heavy Majorana fermions without intro-
ducing any B−L violation by two units. An additional scalar
doublet with appropriate B− L charge can allow such heavy
fermion coupling with SM leptons so that out-of-equilibrium
decay of the former can lead to generation of lepton asym-
metry. Due to the B − L gauge interactions of the decay-
ing fermion, the criteria of successful Dirac leptogenesis can
also constrain the gauge sector couplings. The same B − L
gauge sector parameter space can also be constrained from
dark matter requirements if the latter is assumed to consist of
SM singlet particles with non-zero B−L charges, which also
keep the model anomaly free. The same B−L gauge interac-
tions also lead to additional thermalised relativistic degrees of
freedom �Neff from light Dirac neutrinos which are tightly
constrained by Planck 2018 data. While there exists param-
eter space from the criteria of successful leptogenesis, dark
matter and �Neff even after incorporating the latest collider
bounds, the currently allowed parameter space can be probed
by future measurements of �Neff .

1 Introduction

The observed matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe
has been a longstanding puzzle [1,2]. This asymmetry is often
quoted as a ratio of excess of baryons over antibaryons to
photons. According to the latest data from Planck satellite it
is given as [2]

ηB = nB − nB̄

nγ

= 6.1 × 10−10. (1)
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This cosmic microwave background (CMB) based measure-
ments of baryon asymmetry matches very well with the
bing bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) too. Since the universe
is expected to start in a baryon symmetric manner and any
initial asymmetry is expected to be diluted due to accelerated
expansion during inflation, the observed asymmetry calls for
a dynamical explanation. Such a dynamical process requires
to satisfy certain conditions, given by Sakharov [3,4] as (1)
baryon number (B) violation, (2) C and CP violation and (3)
departure from thermal equilibrium, all of which can not be
satisfied in required amount in the standard model (SM) of
particle physics and considering an expanding Friedmann-
Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) universe. This has led
to many beyond standard model (BSM) proposals where out-
of-equilibrium and B, C, CP violating decays of newly intro-
duced heavy particles can lead to generation of the baryon
asymmetry of the universe (BAU) [5,6]. One interesting
way to achieve baryogenesis is through leptogenesis where
an asymmetry in lepton sector is generated (through lepton
number (L) violating interactions) first which later gets con-
verted into baryon asymmetry through (B + L)-violating
EW sphaleron transitions [7]. First proposed by Fukugita and
Yanagida more than thirty years back [8], leptogenesis has
become very popular as the asymmetry can be generated by
the same fields which also take part in seesaw origin of light
neutrino masses [9–14]. Origin of light neutrino masses and
mixing [1] is another observed phenomena which SM fails
to explain and typical seesaw models can explain both light
neutrino masses and baryon asymmetry through leptogene-
sis.

It is worth mentioning that the typical seesaw models give
rise to Majorana light neutrinos as they violate lepton number
by 2 units. However, the nature of light neutrinos: Dirac or
Majorana, is not yet known. While neutrino oscillation exper-
iments can not settle this issue, there are other experiments
like the ones looking for neutrinoless double beta decay
(0νββ) [15], a promising signature of Majorana neutrinos.
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However, there have been no such observations yet which
can confirm Majorana nature of light neutrinos. While null
result at 0νββ does not necessarily rule out Majorana nature
of light neutrinos, it has led to growing interests in Dirac
neutrino models in the last few years. For different seesaw
realisations to generate light Dirac neutrino masses, please
see [16–57] and references therein. While Dirac neutrinos
may imply conservation of lepton number and absence of a
viable leptogenesis mechanism, there are interesting ways to
circumvent this. As proposed in [58,59], one can have suc-
cessful leptogenesis even with light Dirac neutrino scenarios
where total lepton number or B − L is conserved just like
in the SM. Popularly known as Dirac leptogenesis scenario,
it involves the creation of an equal and opposite amount of
lepton asymmetry in left handed and right handed neutrino
sectors followed by the conversion of left sector asymmetry
into baryon asymmetry via electroweak sphalerons. The lep-
ton asymmetries left and right handed sectors are prevented
from equilibration due to the tiny effective Dirac Yukawa
couplings. For similar works in the context of different mod-
els, please see [35,60–71]. In a few other works [72,73] light
Dirac neutrinos with B− L violation was considered in such
a way that the latter does not give any Majorana mass for light
neutrinos. We find this interesting due to the role B−L gauge
symmetry or the corresponding gauge boson after sponta-
neous symmetry breaking can play in phenomenology and
other experimental signatures. It should be noted that lepto-
genesis with light Dirac neutrinos have been referred to as
Dirac leptogenesis, Dirac neutrinogenesis among others in
the above-mentioned works depending upon the particular
realisations. Here, we simply call it Dirac leptogenesis for
simplicity.

Motivated by these, we consider a gauged B − L model
with light Dirac neutrinos and lepton number violating heavy
chiral fermions whose out-of-equilibrium decay into leptons
lead to generation of lepton asymmetry. In contrast with ear-
lier works [72,73], here lepton asymmetry is generated by
decay processes similar to usual type I seesaw [9–14] lepto-
genesis except for the fact that there are no �(B − L) = 2
processes ensuring Dirac nature of light neutrinos. The B−L
gauge boson plays important role in leptogenesis, specially in
wash-out processes. The same B− L gauge interactions also
lead to thermalisation of right handed neutrinos contribut-
ing to relativistic degrees of freedom Neff which is tightly
constrained from Planck 2018 data. We also consider B − L
portal fermion singlet dark matter (DM) whose relic density
depends crucially upon its annihilation channels mediated by
B − L gauge bosons. DM comprises approximately 26% of
present universe’s energy density [1,2]. We consider a typical
weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) DM which gets
thermally produced in the early universe from the standard
bath by virtue of B−L gauge interaction followed by freeze-
out leaving a relic. Thus, the requirements of successful lep-

togenesis and correct dark matter relic abundance without
overproducing Neff tightly constrain the B − L gauge sector
parameter space, in addition to the constraints from collider
experiments. While collider bounds rule out some parts of
the parameter space, the Planck 2018 bound on Neff rules
out some additional parameter space consistent with lepto-
genesis and dark matter requirements. We show that future
CMB experiments with much more sensitivity to Neff will be
able to probe the entire parameter space currently favoured
from low scale leptogenesis and dark matter requirements.
We also show that the fermion singlet DM candidates with
exotic B − L charges keep the model anomaly free, adding
another motivation to consider DM in this setup. We find one
minimal framework of this type where two Dirac fermion
DM candidates are sufficient to cancel the anomalies. This
allowed parameter space consistent with DM, leptogenesis
and Neff criteria while satisfying collider bounds can still be
probed at near future CMB experiments, keeping the model
very predictive and testable.

This paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss
our basic framework in the context of Dirac leptogenesis
and Neff . In Sect. 3 we discuss our UV complete anomaly
free model and incorporate the relevant DM phenomenology
followed by summary of the results. Finally we conclude in
Sect. 4.

2 The basic framework

In this section, we consider a minimal setup based on gauge
B − L extension of the SM to highlight our key findings.
Gauged B − L extension of the SM [74–79] has been a pop-
ular framework studied in the context of neutrino mass, lep-
togenesis for a long time. In addition to the SM fermion
content with usual gauge charges, we consider three right
handed neutrinos νR having B − L charge -1 which form
massive Dirac neutrinos with νL after electroweak symme-
try breaking (EWSB). The scalar content is chosen in a way
that prevents νR from acquiring Majorana masses. To realise
leptogenesis, we introduce two heavy singlet fermions NR

having B − L charge n1 �= ±1 so that generating Majorana
mass term of NR (generated by singlet scalar φ1) does not
lead to Majorana mass of νR . Since lepton doublet �L and NR

have different B − L charges, we introduce another scalar
doublet η with appropriate non-zero B − L charge so that
the required Yukawa coupling can be realised. The neutral
component of this new scalar doublet does not acquire any
vacuum expectation value (VEV), a requirement to ensure
that light neutrinos do not receive any Majorana mass contri-
bution via type I seesaw. Note that, this particle content will
not lead to an anomaly free gauged B−L model. We will later
show how additional chiral fermions with non-trivial B − L
charges can lead to vanishing anomalies while playing the
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role of dominant dark matter component of the universe at
the same time.

With the particle content mentioned above, the relevant
Yukawa Lagrangian is

LY ⊃ YD L̄ H̃νR + Yη L̄ η̃NR + YNφ1NRNR + h.c. (2)

Thus, light Dirac neutrino masses arise purely from the
Yukawa coupling with the SM Higgs. While it requires fine-
tuned Yukawa coupling to generate sub-eV Dirac neutrino
masses, we do not pursue dynamical realisations of such
small Yukawa couplings in the minimal models discussed
here. Details of such Dirac neutrino models can be found in
[16–57].

The gauge invariant scalar interactions can be written as

Lscalar = (
DHμH

)† (
DH

μH
)+

(
Dημη

)† (
Dη

μη
)

+
(
Dφμφ1

)† (
Dφ

μφ1
)− μ2

H |H |2

+ λH |H |4 +
(
μ2

η|η|2 + λη|η|4
)

+ λHη(η
†η)(H†H) + λ′

Hη(η
†H)(H†η)

− μ2
φ1

|φ1|2 + λφ1 |φ1|4
+ λHφ1(H

†H)(φ
†
1φ1) + ληφ1(η

†η)(φ
†
1φ1) (3)

where DH
μ, Dη

μ and Dφ
μ denote the covariant derivatives

for the scalar doublets H, η and scalar singlets φi respectively
and can be written as

DHμ H =
(

∂μ + i
g

2
σa W

a
μ + i

g′
2

Bμ

)
H ,

Dημ η =
(

∂μ + i
g

2
σa W

a
μ + i

g′
2

Bμ + i gBL nηZBLμ

)
η ,

Dφμ
φ1 = (

∂μ + i gBL nφ1 ZBLμ

)
φ1 . (4)

Here gBL is the new gauge coupling and nη and nφ1 are the
charges under U(1)B−L for η and φ1 respectively. The kinetic
term of the B − L gauge boson can be written as

Lkin ⊃ −1

4
B ′

αβB
′αβ (5)

where B ′αβ = ∂αZβ
BL − ∂β Zα

BL is the corresponding field
strength tensor. The symmetry of the model also allows
kinetic mixing between U (1)Y of SM and U (1)B−L of the
form εBαβB ′

αβ/2 where Bαβ = ∂αBβ − ∂βBα and ε is the
kinetic mixing parameter. We ignore such tree level mixing
in this work. The mixing at one loop can be approximated
as ε ≈ gBLg′/(16π2) [80]. As we will see while discussing
our numerical results, our final allowed parameter space for
gBL will correspond to tiny one-loop kinetic mixing (smaller
than O(10−3)) and has very little effect on the phenomenol-
ogy discussed here. Therefore, we ignore such kinetic mixing
in our work.

After both B − L and electroweak symmetries get broken
by the VEVs of H and φ1 the doublet and all three singlets
are given by

H =
⎛

⎝
H+

h′ + v + i z√
2

⎞

⎠ , η =
⎛

⎝
η+

η′
R + iη′

I√
2

⎞

⎠ ,

φ1 = s′
1 + ui + A′

1√
2

, (6)

The details of the scalar mass spectrum can be found in
Appendix A.

While tree level Majorana mass of light neutrinos is absent
due to vanishing VEV of scalar doublet η, it is also neces-
sary to ensure the absence or smallness of radiative Majorana
neutrino masses. For example, at one loop level similar par-
ticle content can give rise to light neutrino masses via sco-
togenic fashion [81]. However, such a contribution is absent
in our setup. This is due to non-zero B − L charge of scalar
doublet η as well as the choice of singlet scalars, preventing
appropriate VEV insertions in the scalar lines of the one-loop
diagrams. One can also notice it from the scalar Lagrangian
above where the ηηH†H†, responsible for non-zero neutrino
mass in scotogenic model [81] remains absent.

2.1 Dirac leptogenesis

As can be seen from the Yukawa Lagrangian mentioned
above, the out-of-equilibrium decay of NR to lepton doublet
and additional scalar doublet η can generate lepton asym-
metry in our model. Compared to usual Dirac leptogenesis
scenarios, here the generation of lepton asymmetry is much
simpler and only requires the steps followed in type I seesaw
leptogenesis known for decades. The Feynman diagrams for
this decay process, including one loop corrections are shown
in Fig. 1.

The relevant Boltzmann equations can be written as

dnN1

dz
= −D1(nN1 − neq

N1
)

− s

H(z)z
[(n2

N1
− (neq

N1
)2)〈σv〉NR1 NR1−→XX ], (7)

dnB−L

dz
= −ε1D1(nN1 − neq

N1
) − WTotalnB−L (8)

where nN1 denotes the comoving number density of NR1

(to be denoted as N1 hereafter) and neq
N1

= z2

2 K2(z) is its
equilibrium number density (with Ki (z) being the modified
Bessel function of i-th kind). The quantity on the right hand
side of the above equations

D1 ≡ �1

Hz
= KN1 z

K1(z)

K2(z)
(9)
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Fig. 1 Processes creating lepton asymmetry

measures the total decay rate of N1 with respect to the Hub-
ble expansion rate, and similarly, WTotal ≡ �W

Hz measures
the total washout rate. Here, KN1 = �1/H(z = 1) is the
decay parameter. In the second term on right hand side of
Eq. (7), we consider N1 annihilations into all SM fermions
mediated by ZBL along with N1 annihilations to pair of ZBL

as well as η. Similarly, nB−L in Eq. (8) denotes the comoving
number density of B − L generated from CP violating out-
of-equilibrium decay of N1. The CP asymmetry parameter
on the right hand side of Eq. (8) is defined as

εi =
∑

α �(Ni → lαη) − �(Ni → ¯lαη̄)
∑

α �(Ni → lαη) + �(Ni → ¯lαη̄)
. (10)

We consider a hierarchical limit of right handed neutrinos
NR and hence only the lightest of them namely, NR1 ≡ N1

contribute dominantly to the generation of lepton asymmetry.
In the Boltzmann equation of N1 above, we have considered
two types of dilution terms on the right hand side: one due
to its decay into leptons and the other due to its annihilation
into lighter particles. We consider the singlet scalar to be
much heavier than the right handed neutrinos and hence the
corresponding processes involving singlet scalars are sub-
dominant compared to the ones mediated by B − L gauge
bosons. Such additional dilution terms for right handed neu-
trinos also appear in type I seesaw leptogenesis with Majo-
rana light neutrinos and B− L gauge symmetry, see [82–85]
for details. In the Boltzmann equation for lepton asymmetry,
in addition to the inverse decay, we consider the following
scattering processes responsible for washing out the gener-
ated lepton asymmetry:

l ZBL −→ ηN1, lW
±(Z) ←− ηN1, ηl ←− N1ZBL ,

lη ←− l̄η∗, lN1 −→ l̄ N∗
1 .

All the relevant cross sections and decay widths are given
in Appendix B. Note that, apart from the usual Yukawa or
SM gauge coupling related processes, we also have washout
processes involving B − L gauge bosons. Since interactions
involving B−L gauge bosons can cause dilution of N1 abun-
dance as well as wash out the generated lepton asymme-
try, one can tightly constrain the B − L gauge sector cou-
plings from the requirement of successful leptogenesis at low
scale. Also, the Yukawa couplings involved in CP asymmetry

generation are not related to light neutrino mass generation,
unlike in vanilla leptogenesis scenario. Therefore, we do not
have any strict lower bound on the scale of leptogenesis like
the Davidson Ibarra bound of vanilla leptogenesis scenario
[86].

We first show the CP asymmetry parameter ε1 and the
decay parameter KN1 = �1/H(z = 1) with heavy Majorana
neutrino mass M1 for different benchmark values Yukawa
couplings. We consider flavour universal Yukawa couplings
of Ni for simplicity. From the left panel plot of Fig. 2 we
can see that with a fixed value of the N2 Yukawa coupling
(Yη)α2 the decay parameter KN1 increases with the increase
in N1 Yukawa coupling as expected whereas the CP asym-
metry parameter ε1 remains constant. The CP asymmetry
parameter ε1 does not change with the change in (Yη)α1

as (Yη)α2 decides the imaginary part of Yukawa coupling
products appearing in CP asymmetry ε1, as described the
Appendix C. In the right panel plot of Fig. 2 one can see that
with the increase in (Yη)α2 the CP asymmetry parameter ε1

increases while KN1 remains same due to the fixed Yukawa
coupling (Yη)α1. The increase in CP asymmetry with the
increase in (Yη)α2 can be understood from the description
of Appendix C. The constancy of the decay parameter with
respect to (Yη)α2 is trivially understood as N1 decay width
depends on (Yη)α1 only. From this Fig. 2 we can understand
that for a fixed value of (Yη)α1 one need relatively large value
of the (Yη)α2 to have enough CP asymmetry ε1. In both the
plots, the decay parameter KN1 remains very large for some
part of the parameter space. Such large values will lead to
wash-out of the B−L asymmetry via inverse decay. We mark
the points as stars which correspond to the combination of
Yukawa as well as M1 that can give rise to correct final asym-
metry. Clearly, both these points correspond to small KN1

which can be ensured for smaller Yukawa coupling (Yη)α1

and larger M1. The washout effects are also visible in the
evolution plots Figs. 3, 4, 5. It should be noted that in a
strong washout region (KN1 > 1), the generated asymmetry
can be made large by choosing large enough (Yη)α2 (within
perturbative limit) such that it gives the correct asymmetry
after the washout process become negligible. Since both the
Yukawa couplings in our model are completely free from the
light neutrino sector we can tune them accordingly to give the
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Fig. 2 Variation of CP asymmetry parameter ε1 and the decay param-
eter KN1 with M1 for different values of the N1 Yukawa coupling
(left panel) and for different values of the N2 Yukawa coupling (Right
panel). KN1 is shown by the solid lines and the ε1 is shown with the

dashed lines. We fix the (Yη)α2 = 10−1(1.1 − i) for the left panel and
(Yη)α1 = 10−5(1 + i) for the right panel. The points marked as stars
correspond to successful leptogenesis scale and couplings

Fig. 3 Comoving density of B-L asymmetry (left panel) and comov-

ing number density of NR1 (right panel) with z = M1

T
for different

gBL . The Yukawa couplings relevant for Leptogenesis are taken to be
(Yη)α1 = 10−5(1 + i) and (Yη)α2 = 10−1(1.1 − i). The other impor-

tant parameters used are M1 = 45 TeV, M2 = 450 TeV, mη = 5 TeV
and MZBL = 4 GeV. The horizontal line in left panel plot denotes the
required B− L asymmetry to generate for observed baryon asymmetry
(Planck 2018) after sphaleron transition

observed asymmetry. This is in sharp contrast with type I see-
saw leptogenesis where Yukawa couplings are constrained
by light neutrino mass data for a fixed scale of leptogene-
sis, leading to the Davidson Ibarra bound M1 ≥ 109 GeV
[86]. Note that increase in Yukawa coupling also increases
the inverse decay, decreasing the asymmetry generated, the
details of which we discuss below.

In left panel plot of Fig. 3, we show the evolution of lep-
ton asymmetry for different values of B−L gauge couplings
while fixing other parameters at benchmark values. Note that,
for the numerical analysis we consider n1 = −3/2. The right
panel plot of the same figure shows the corresponding evolu-
tion of NR1 number density nN1 . The evolution of comoving
number densities of N1 for different values of gBL do not
show significant differences as they are primarily governed
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Fig. 4 Comoving density of B-L asymmetry (left panel) and comov-

ing number density of NR1 (right panel) with z = M1

T
for different

MZBL . The Yukawa couplings relevant for Leptogenesis are taken to be
(Yη)α1 = 10−5(1+i) and (Yη)α2 = 10−1(1.1−i). The other important

parameters used are M1 = 45 TeV, M2 = 450 TeV, mη = 5 TeV and
gBL = 10−3. The horizontal line in left panel plot denotes the required
B − L asymmetry to generate for observed baryon asymmetry (Planck
2018) after sphaleron transition

Fig. 5 Comoving density of B-L asymmetry (left panel) and comov-

ing number density of NR1 (right panel) with z = M1

T
for different

(Yη)α1. The B − L gauge coupling relevant for Leptogenesis are taken
to be gBL = 10−3 and (Yη)α2 = 10−1(1.1 − i). The other important

parameters used are M1 = 45 TeV, M2 = 450 TeV, mη = 5 TeV
and MZB−L = 4 TeV. The horizontal line in left panel plot denotes the
required B− L asymmetry to generate for observed baryon asymmetry
(Planck 2018) after sphaleron transition
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by their decay. However, presence of additional gauge inter-
actions can lead to significant changes in N1 number density
as they tend to keep N1 in equilibrium for longer duration.
We show these details in Appendix B. The effect of the N1

annihilations is visible in the evolution plots of the comov-
ing number density of B − L asymmetry in Figs. 3 and 4.
With the increase in gBL and MZBL the N1 annihilation cross
section increases which brings the N1 number density closer
to its equilibrium number density and therefore the B − L
asymmetry decreases. We observe similar behavior of the
asymmetry with gBL and MZBL because of the washout pro-
cess l ZBL −→ N1η. The details of the relevant washout
is shown in Appendix B. However, we noticed that in the
determination of the B − L asymmetry the N1 annihilation
plays more dominant role than the washout l ZBL −→ N1η.
In the left panel plot of Fig. 3, the horizontal line shows the
required final comoving lepton asymmetry at the epochs of
sphaleron transition which gets converted into the observed
baryon asymmetry. The final B − L asymmetry n f

B−L just
before electroweak sphaleron freeze-out is converted into the
observed baryon to photon ratio by the standard formula

ηB = 3

4

g0∗
g∗

asphn
f
B−L � 9.2 × 10−3 n f

B−L , (11)

where asph = 8
23 is the sphaleron conversion factor (taking

into account two Higgs doublets). The effective relativistic
degrees of freedom is taken to be g∗ = 116, slightly higher
than that of the SM at such temperatures as we are including
the contribution of the inert Higgs doublet and νR’s too. In the
above expression g0∗ = 43

11 is the effective relativistic degrees
of freedom at the recombination epoch. Using observed ηB

from Eq. (1), the required final baryon asymmetry can be
found as n f

B−L ≈ 7 × 10−8 corresponding to the horizontal
line labelled as Planck 2018 in Fig. 3 (left panel).

In Fig. 5 the evolution of comoving number density of
B − L and N1 are shown for different values of (Yη)α1 keep-
ing the other parameters fixed. One can see a two-way behav-
ior of the asymmetry with (Yη)α1 in the left panel plot of
Fig. 5. With the decrease in the Yukawa coupling (Yη)α1 the
asymmetry increases, it is mainly because with the decrease
in (Yη)α1 the scattering washouts as well as the inverse
decay rate decrease significantly. However, beyond a cer-
tain small value of (Yη)α1 the asymmetry decreases with the
decrease in (Yη)α1. The is because even though the washout
rates decrease with a decrease in the Yukawa couplings, the
generation of the asymmetry itself decreases because of the
decrease in the decay width of N1. Thus, the interplay of pro-
duction and washout dictate the strength of required Yukawa
couplings for a given scale of leptogenesis. Unlike the neg-
ligible dependence of N1 number density on B − L sector
parameters discussed above, variation in Yukawa coupling
leads to noticeable changes in N1 abundance, as can be seen
from the right panel plot of Fig. 5. This is due to strong
dependence of N1 lifetime on the Yukawa coupling. Larger
the Yukawa coupling, quicker is the fall of of N1 abundance,
as expected.

In Fig. 6, we show the final baryon asymmetry against the
scale of leptogenesis namely, the mass of N1. As seen from
this figure, scale of leptogenesis can be tens of TeV depending
upon the values of gBL as well as MZBL . We also check the
evolution of lepton asymmetry for superheavy ZBL (much
above the scale of leptogenesis M1) and find that variation in

Fig. 6 Baryon to photon ration with mass of N1 for different benchmark values of gBL (left panel) and MZBL (right panel). The Yukawas taken
are (Yη)α1 = 10−5(1 + i) and (Yη)α2 = 3 × 10−1(1.1 − i)
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Fig. 7 Allowed parameter space in gBL − MZBL plane. The red and
brown coloured bands correspond to regions of successful leptogenesis
for two different scales. Bounds from LEP, LHC and future sensitivities
of CMB experiments are shown. The Yukawa couplings chosen for this
scan are (Yη)α1 = 10−5(1 + i) and (Yη)α2 = 3 × 10−1(1.1 − i)

MZBL in such a case does not lead to any noticeable change
in nB−L evolution, as expected.

2.2 Relativistic degrees of freedom Neff

The Dirac nature of light neutrinos introduces additional rel-
ativistic degrees of freedom which can be thermalised in the
early universe by virtue of B − L gauge interactions. Such
additional light degrees of freedom can be probed by pre-
cise measurements of the CMB anisotropies. Recent 2018
data from the CMB measurement by the Planck satellite [2]
suggests that the effective degrees of freedom for neutrinos
as

Neff = 2.99+0.34
−0.33 (12)

at 2σ or 95% CL including baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO)
data. At 1σ CL it becomes more stringent to Neff = 2.99 ±
0.17. Both these bounds are consistent with the standard
model (SM) prediction NSM

eff = 3.045 [87–89]. Upcoming
CMB Stage IV (CMB-S4) experiments are expected to put
much more stringent bounds than Planck due to their poten-
tial of probing all the way down to �Neff = Neff − NSM

eff =
0.06 [90]. For some recent studies on light Dirac neutrinos
and enhanced �Neff in different contexts, please see [57,91–
97].

Effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom is
defined as

Neff ≡ 8

7

(
11

4

)4/3 (ρrad − ργ

ργ

)

where ρrad = ργ + ρν is the net radiation content of
the universe. As mentioned earlier, the SM prediction is
NSM

eff = 3.045 [87–89]. In our model, �Neff can be esti-
mated by finding the decoupling temperature TνR of right
handed neutrinos (νR) using

�(T d
νR

) = H(T d
νR

) (13)

where �(T ) is the interaction rate and H(T ) is the expansion
rate of the universe. It should be noted that the decoupling is
never instantaneous in reality and non-instantaneous decou-
pling can also lead to spectral distortions of neutrino distribu-
tions. However such spectral distortions have been found to
be very small 0.01% (see [94], for example). Also, the decou-
pling temperature calculated using instantaneous decoupling
approximation above remains in qualitative agreement with
full treatment incorporating relevant Boltzmann equations
[94]. Therefore, we stick to this simplistic approach in our
work here.

We show the constraints on model parameters gBL−MZBL

from Planck 2σ bound on �Neff in Fig. 7. The same plot
also shows the LEP II limit MZBL /gBL ≥ 7 TeV [98,99].
The LHC bound is implemented by considering the 13 TeV
limit from the ATLAS experiment [100,101] and CMS exper-
iment [102]. Clearly, the Planck 2σ bound on �Neff remains
stronger than the LEP II as well as the LHC bounds for ZBL

mass heavier than around 3 TeV. We finally show the param-
eter space giving rise to successful leptogenesis for two dif-
ferent masses of N1 while keeping N2 mass ten times higher.
Clearly, lower the scale of leptogenesis, lower should be the
gauge coupling gBL in order to keep the washout processes
suppressed. Additionally, for fixed gBL the scale of leptoge-
nesis gets pushed up for larger values of MZBL as heavier
ZBL leads to increase in l ZBL −→ N1η washout process
noted earlier.

While it is possible to obtain successful leptogenesis at a
scale as low as a TeV, the required gauge coupling gBL for
such scenarios will be insufficient to generate correct WIMP
DM phenomenology as we discuss below. Interestingly, the
next generation CMB experiments like CMB-S4 [103], SPT-
3G [104] (whose sensitivities are shown as dashed and solid
lines respectively) will be able to probe the entire parameter
space consistent with successful Dirac leptogenesis.

3 Anomaly free B − L model

After discussing the interesting features related to Dirac lep-
togenesis and observable �Neff in previous section, we now
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move onto discussing the complete model, which is required
to be anomaly free. While the SM fermion content with
gauged B-L symmetry leads to triangle anomalies, including
three right handed neutrinos make the model anomaly free.
Therefore, including additional heavy fermions for realising
successful Dirac leptogenesis introduces new anomalies as
well. In this section, we briefly discuss one such possibil-
ity where the anomalies introduced by heavy chiral fermions
required for Dirac leptogenesis as well as dark matter cancel
among themselves leading to an anomaly free scenario.

Sticking to a minimal setup, we consider two heavy Majo-
rana fermions NR , sufficient to produce non-vanishing CP
asymmetry. Since we do not want to violate lepton number
by two units, therefore, we assign B − L charge −3/2 each
to NR , as earlier. This is just a choice for numerical calcula-
tions, any other B − L gauge charge for NR will not change
our results drastically, as long as we can ensure Dirac nature
of light neutrinos. In order to make it couple to usual leptons,
we introduce another Higgs doublet η having B − L charge
−1/2 and its neutral component does not acquire any VEV. A
singlet scalar φ1 having B−L charge 3 is introduced in order
to give mass to NR after spontaneous gauged B − L symme-
try breaking. However, the introduction of these two heavy
Majorana fermions again gives rise to triangle anomalies as

A1

[
U (1)3

B−L

]
= 54/8

A2

[
(gravity)2 ×U (1)B−L

]
= 3. (14)

These anomalies can be cancelled after introducing four
chiral fermions χL , χR, ψL , ψR having B − L charges
9/4, 5/4,−15/8, 17/8 respectively. This can be seen as

A1

[
U (1)3

B−L

]
=
(

9

4

)3
+
(

−5

4

)3
+
(

−15

8

)3

+
(

−17

8

)3
= −54/8

A2

[
(gravity)2 ×U (1)B−L

]
=
(

9

4

)
+
(

−5

4

)

+
(

−15

8

)
+
(

−17

8

)
= −3

(15)

While this solution is not unique, we stick to this minimal
solution which leads to the desired phenomenology with-
out requiring arbitrarily large B − L charges or more chiral
fermions than the above-mentioned ones. One can also pur-
sue non-minimal scenarios which can explain tiny Dirac neu-
trino masses dynamically, as done in earlier works [16–57].
We, however, stick to the minimal way of generating Dirac
neutrino masses from SM Higgs at the cost of fine-tuned
Dirac Yukawa coupling.

Table 1 Fermion content of the model

Particles SU (3)c × SU (2)L ×U (1)Y ×U (1)B−L

qL =
(
uL
dL

)
(3, 2, 1

6 , 1
3 )

uR (3, 1, 2
3 , 1

3 )

dR (3, 1,− 1
3 , 1

3 )

�L =
(

νL
eL

)
(1, 2,− 1

2 ,−1)

eR (1, 1,−1,−1)

νR (1, 1, 0,−1)

NR1 (1, 1, 0,−3/2)

NR2 (1, 1, 0,−3/2)

χL (1, 1, 0, 9
4 )

χR (1, 1, 0, 5
4 )

ψL (1, 1, 0,− 15
8 )

ψR (1, 1, 0, 17
8 )

Table 2 Scalar content of the minimal model

Particles SU (3)c × SU (2)L ×U (1)Y ×U (1)B−L

H =
(
H+
H0

)
(1, 2, 1

2 , 0)

η =
(

η+
η0

)
(1, 2, 1

2 ,− 1
2 )

φ1 (1, 1, 0, 3)

φ2 (1, 1, 0, 4)

φ3 (1, 1, 0, 1)

The fermion and scalar content of the model are shown in
Tables 1 and 2 respectively. The necessity of the individual
scalar fields will be discussed later.

The relevant Yukawa Lagrangian is

LY ⊃YD L̄ H̃νR + Yη L̄ η̃NR + YNφ1NRNR + Yχ χ̄LχRφ3

+ Yψψ̄LψRφ
†
2 + h.c. (16)

Here also, Dirac leptogenesis may occur through out-of-
equilibrium decay of NR’s. There are several DM candidates
here in terms of χ,ψ, η.

The gauge invariant scalar interactions described by
Lscalar can be written as

Lscalar = (
DHμH

)† (
DH

μH
)+

(
Dημη

)† (
Dη

μη
)

+
3∑

i=1

(
Dφi μφi

)† (
Dφi

μ φi
)−

{
− μ2

H |H |2

+ λH |H |4 +
(
μ2

η|η|2 + λη|η|4
)

+
∑

i=1,2,3

(
−μ2

φi
|φi |2 + λφi |φi |4

)
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+ λHη(η
†η)(H†H)

+ λ′
Hη(η

†H)(H†η) +
∑

i=1,2,3

λHφi (φ
†
i φi )(H

†H)

+
∑

i=1,2,3

ληφi (η
†η)(φ

†
i φi )

+ λ12(φ
†
1φ1)(φ

†
2φ2)

+ λ13(φ
†
1φ1)(φ

†
3φ3) + λ23(φ

†
2φ2)(φ

†
3φ3)

+
(
μφφ1φ

†
2φ3 + h.c.

)}
(17)

Where DH
μ, Dη

μ and Dφ
μ denote the covariant deriva-

tives for the scalar doublets H, η and scalar singlets φi respec-
tively and can be written as

DHμ H =
(

∂μ + i
g

2
σa W

a
μ + i

g′
2

Bμ

)
H ,

Dημ η =
(

∂μ + i
g

2
σa W

a
μ + i

g′
2

Bμ + i gBL nηZBLμ

)
η ,

Dφμ
φi = (

∂μ + i gBL nφi ZBLμ

)
φi . (18)

where gBL is the new gauge coupling and nη and nφi are the
charges under U(1)B−L for η and φi respectively. After both
B − L and electroweak symmetries get broken by the VEVs
of H and φi s the doublet and all three singlets are given by

H =
⎛

⎝
H+

h′ + v + i z√
2

⎞

⎠ , η =
⎛

⎝
η+

η′
R + iη′

I√
2

⎞

⎠ ,

φi = s′
i + ui + A′

i√
2

(i = 1, 2, 3) , (19)

The details of the scalar mass spectrum can be found in
appendix A.

Since none of the scalar field acquiring non-zero VEV has
B− L charge ±2, there is no possibility of generating Majo-
rana light neutrino masses. However, out-of-equilibrium
decay NR → Lη can give rise to non-zero CP asymmetry
in a way similar to vanilla leptogenesis, as seen from Fig. 1.
However, the corresponding Yukawa couplings do not play
any role in neutrino mass generation and hence are uncon-
strained. This allows the possibility of low scale leptogenesis
that too with Dirac neutrinos. Additionally, the model also
offers several dark matter candidates in terms of η, χ,ψ .
Out of them, the scalar doublet can not give rise to desired
DM phenomenology due to large direct detection cross sec-
tion mentioned earlier. Therefore, we keep its mass fixed at
benchmark values where its relic abundance is sub-dominant.

Similar to the proposal in [72], one can also generate light
Dirac neutrino mass by a neutrinophillic Higgs doublet which
gets induced VEV after EWSB. An additional Z2 symme-
try was introduced in addition to U (1)B−L gauge symmetry.
However, we stick to this minimal field content at the cost of
fine-tuned Yukawa couplings. The conclusions reached here

will not change significantly if we adopt such non-minimal
scenarios. Additionally, generation of lepton asymmetry in
our proposal is different from earlier works on Dirac lepto-
genesis. For example, in [72] the CP asymmetry was gener-
ated by scalar singlet decay into right handed neutrinos νR
through �(B − L) = 4 process. The lepton asymmetry in
νR then gets transferred to the left sector via Yukawa interac-
tions with the neutrinophillic Higgs doublet. This is in a way
complementary to the proposal in [58,59] where an equal
and opposite amount of lepton asymmetry were generated
in right and left sectors (vanishing net lepton number vio-
lation) which were prevented from equilibration by virtue
of tiny Dirac Yukawa couplings. On the other hand, in our
proposal, leptogenesis remains very similar to vanilla lepto-
genesis except for the fact that the couplings involved do not
play any role in neutrino mass generation and we do not have
�(B − L) = 2 processes. Additional advantage is that the
model also predicts stable dark matter candidates in terms of
additional chiral fermions added to cancel chiral anomalies.

Thermal dark matter in gauged B − L model has been
discussed by several authors, see [57,105–113] for exam-
ple. If we consider SM singlet fermions with non-trivial
B − L charges to be DM candidates, the only interaction
between DM and SM particles is the B − L gauge interac-
tions.1 In order to calculate thermal averaged cross sections
as well as relic abundance numerically, we use the package
micrOMEGAs [114] where the necessary model informa-
tion have been provided using package FeynRules [115].
Since DM interacts with the SM bath only via B − L gauge
portal interactions, relic abundance is typically satisfied only
around the resonance regime 2mDM = MZBL . Note that the
scalar doublet η is also stable and hence its neutral component
can, in principle, be DM candidate as well. However, the neu-
tral scalar and pseudoscalar components of η namely η

′
R, η

′
I

are degenerate and hence will lead to a large DM-nucleon
scattering cross section (mediated by both Z and ZBL )
ruled out by direct detection experiments like XENON1T
[116,117]. The situation is similar to sneutrino DM in min-
imal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [118]. The
only way to keep our model consistent with direct detec-
tion data is to choose η mass and other model parameters in
such a way that leads to a sub-dominant contribution to DM.
While scalar doublet DM has a mass regime giving rise to
under-abundant relic abundance [119,120], we find that usual
SM portal interactions are not sufficient to keep relic abun-
dance of η sub-dominant in required amount. Interestingly, it
turns out that the under-abundance criteria for η also restricts
the B − L gauge sector parameters. In fact, η abundance

1 Singlet scalars can also mediate DM-SM interactions due to their
mixing with the SM Higgs. However, we neglect such scalar portal
interactions in order to obtain maximum constraints on B − L gauge
sector.
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decreases sharply, once ηη −→ ZBL Z∗
BL −→ ZBL f f̄ and

ηη −→ ZBL ZBL open up. Therefore, we keep η mass above
the required threshold (MZBL /2) to allow at least one of these
processes to contribute significantly to its thermal relic.

While the details of leptogenesis remain same as before,
we incorporate additional constraints from required DM phe-
nomenology here for the anomaly free B − L model. The
relevant interactions of extra chiral fermions can be written
as

LDM = i
[
χ̄L /D(QL

χ )χL + χ̄R /D(QR
χ )χR + ψ̄L /D(QL

ψ)ψL

+ψ̄R /D(QR
ψ)ψR+

]

− ( f1χ̄LχRφ3 + f2ψ̄LψRφ
†
2 + h.c.) (20)

We now rewrite the above Lagrangian in the basis ξ1 =
χL + χR and ξ2 = ψL + ψR , identified as the two Dirac
fermion DM candidates. In the basis of ξ1 and ξ2 , the above
Lagrangian can be written as

LDM = iξ1 /∂ξ1 + iξ2 /∂ξ2 − gBL

(
9

4

)
ξ̄1 /Z B−L PLξ1

− gBL

(−15

8

)
ξ̄2 /Z B−L PLξ2

− gBL

(
5

4

)
ξ̄1 /Z B−L PRξ1 − gBL

(
17

8

)
ξ̄2 /Z B−L PRξ2

− f1ξ̄1PRξ1φ3

− f1ξ̄1PLξ1φ
†
3 − f2ξ̄2PRξ2φ

†
2 − f2ξ̄2PLξ2φ2. (21)

Since we have two stable DM candidates i.e. ξ1 and ξ2

in this model comprising the dominant part of DM, the total
relic abundance can be expressed as the sum of the indi-
vidual candidates, �DMh2 = �ξ1 h2 + �ξ2 h2. Note that we
focus particularly on B − L gauge portal interactions of DM
and accordingly show the parameter space satisfying total
DM relic abundance in gBL − MZBL plane of summary plot
shown in Fig. 8. We also found that the DM parameter space
shown in Fig. 8 survives the direct detection bounds from
XENON1T experiment. To be more quantitative, all the blue
dots in Fig. 8 corresponds to correct total DM relic, domi-
nantly from two fermion DM candidates and effective DM-
nucleon cross section below XENON1T upper bound. The
same points also correspond to sub-dominant η (at least four
to five order of magnitudes suppressed compared to observed
DM relic) and hence an acceptable DM-nucleon scattering
rate. Interestingly, even though η’s contribution to DM relic
is negligible, its direct detection rate still lies within two to
three order of magnitudes below XENON1T upper limit and
should be accessible at future direct search experiments. For
details of such multi-component Dirac fermion DM studies
in gauge B− L models, one may refer to [57,111,121]. Here
we show only the final parameter space and compare it with

Fig. 8 Summary plot showing allowed parameter space in gBL−MZBL

plane. In addition to the parameter space shown already in Fig. 7, the
allowed points from DM phenomenology are indicated by blue dots.
The Yukawa couplings chosen for this scan are (Yη)α1 = 10−5(1 + i)
and (Yη)α2 = 3 × 10−1(1.1 − i)

the ones required for other desired phenomenology like lep-
togenesis and �Neff .

In order to generate the summary plot of Fig. 8, we ran-
domly vary MZBL , gBL in range 0.5 TeV − 10 TeV and
0.0001−10 respectively. Then we definemη = MZBL −�M ,
where we randomly vary the mass splitting as 0.5 TeV <

�M < 0.5MZBL so that the minimum value of η mass
remains MZBL /2 in order to allow its annihilation into at at
least one on-shell ZBL discussed earlier. Note that the scalar
potential of the model still allows us to choose the mass of
charged component of η to be much heavier while keeping
the neutral components degenerate at mη. Finally we select
the points which satisfy the Planck 2018 relic bound for the
total DM relic with each DM component satisfying direct
detection bounds. Similarly, for the same variation of param-
eters, we check the parameter space giving rise to successful
leptogenesis for two different scale of leptogenesis.

In the summary plot of Fig. 8, we show the parameter
space for successful leptogenesis with scale M1 = 50 TeV,
80 TeV respectively. Also, for simplicity, we have considered
the singlet scalars to be much heavier than DM as well as
ZBL so that the scalar portal interactions are sub-dominant.
Including scalar portal interactions will widen up the DM
parameter space further due to less dependence on gauge
portal annihilations. Thus, as expected, one can achieve suc-
cessful leptogenesis even with hierarchical heavy neutrinos
as light as a few tens of TeV. This is particularly due to the fact
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that the Yukawa couplings as well as heavy fermion masses
which dictate the dynamics of leptogenesis are decoupled
from light neutrino mass generation in our model. In fact,
the scale of leptogenesis can be as low as a TeV also, with
smaller values of gBL . However, this will not be sufficient to
keep the abundance of η sub-dominant in order to keep its
direct detection rate within limits.

We also show the bounds from collider experiments as
well as Planck bound on �Neff at 2σ in the plot of Fig. 8.
Clearly, a large part of the parameter space satisfying cor-
rect DM phenomenology and leptogenesis criteria is dis-
favoured by these bounds. In fact, for M1 = 50 TeV, the
common parameter space satisfying DM and leptogenesis
criteria are ruled out while a small part of the parameter space
for M1 = 80 TeV still remain allowed. On the other hand, the
currently allowed parameter space can be completely probed
by future measurements of �Neff at upcoming CMB exper-
iments, keeping the model testable at near future.

4 Conclusion

We have proposed a minimal scenario to achieve success-
ful Dirac leptogenests at a scale of few tens of TeV along
with dark matter by considering a gauged B − L extension
of the standard model. While light Dirac neutrino mass is
assumed to arise from SM Higgs coupling for simplicity,
additional heavy Majorana fermions are introduced in such a
way that lead to �(B−L) �= 2 processes, required to prevent
Majorana mass contribution to light neutrinos. These heavy
neutrinos can couple to SM lepton doublets via an additional
Higgs doublet and hence can lead to the generation of lep-
ton asymmetry through standard out-of-equilibrium decays.
Since the relevant Yukawa couplings involved in such decays
remain decoupled from light neutrino mass generation, they
can be tuned freely so as to realise successful Dirac leptogen-
esis at low scale. Since these heavy Majorana fermions have
gauged B−L interactions, the corresponding gauge washout
effects play non-trivial role thereby giving constraints on
gBL − MZBL parameter space from successful leptogene-
sis criteria. Additionally, the Dirac nature of light neutrinos
lead to additional relativistic degrees of freedom which can
be thermalised due to gauged B − L interactions and hence
can be constrained further from Planck 2018 bounds on such
additional thermalised relativistic degrees of freedom �Neff .

While the additional scalar doublet η can be a stable DM
candidate by itself, its degenerate neutral components give
rise to a large direct detection rate, similar to sneutrino DM
in MSSM. This requires sub-dominant contribution of η to
DM relic and we show that it can be achieved only when
its annihilations into ZBL becomes kinematically allowed,
further constraining gBL − MZBL parameter space from the
requirement of its under-abundance. On the other hand, addi-

tional chiral fermions are needed to make the model anomaly
free. We show one possible way of cancelling these anoma-
lies with the inclusion of four chiral fermions with fractional
B − L charges. With appropriate choice of singlet scalars,
these fermions give rise to two Dirac fermions, eligible for
being DM candidates. We show that the criteria of correct
DM relic from fermion DM along with sub-dominant scalar
doublet while being in agreement with direct detection data
constrains the gBL−MZBL parameter space significantly. For
two different scales of leptogenesis we considered, only the
higher one namely, M1 = 80 TeV gives rise to some common
parameter space consistent with all criteria and experimental
bounds. Future LHC runs as well as CMB measurements will
be able to probe the entire parameter space consistent with
successful Dirac leptogenesis and thermal dark matter.
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Appendix A: Scalar mass matrix diagonalisation

After putting Eq. (19) in Eq. (17) we have found out the

5 × 5 mixing matrix for the real scalar fields in the basis
1√
2(

h
′
η

′
R S

′
1 S

′
2 S

′
3

)
which has the following form

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

m
′
hh 0 mhS1

m
′
hS2

m
′
hS3

0 m
′
ηRηR

0 0 0
m′

S1h
0 m′

S1S1
m′

S1S2
m′

S1S3

m′
S2h

0 m′
S2S1

m′
S2S2

m′
S2S3

m′
S3h

0 m′
S3S1

m′
S3S2

m′
S3S3

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

(A1)

where

m
′
hh = 2v2λH ,

m
′
hS1

= vu1λHφ1 = m
′
S1h,
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m
′
hS2

= vu2λH�2 = m
′
S2h,

m
′
hS3

= vu3λH�3 = m
′
S3h,

m
′
S1S1

= 4u3
1λφ1 − √

2u2u3μφ

2u1
,

m
′
S1S2

= u1u2λφ1φ2 + u3μφ√
2

= m
′
S2S1

,

m
′
S1S3

= u1u3λφ1φ3 + u2μφ√
2

= m
′
S3S1

,

m
′
S2S2

= 4u3
2λφ2 − √

2u1u3μφ

2u2
,

m
′
S2S3

= u2u3λφ2φ3 + u1μφ√
2

= m
′
S3S2

,

m
′
S3S3

= 4u3
3λφ3 − √

2u1u2μφ

2u3
,

m
′
ηRηR

= 1

2

(
v2(λHη + λ

′
Hη) + u2

1ληφ1 + u2
2ληφ2

+u2
3ληφ3 + 2μ2

η

)
. (A2)

Diagonalising this real symmetric matrix by the orthogonal
matrix Os the physical states can be identified as
⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

h′
η′
R
S′

1
S′

2
S′

3

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

= Os

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

h
ηR

S1

S2

S3

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (A3)

where

Os = O12O13O14O15 (A4)

Similarly for the pseudo scalar the 4×4 mass matrix is found
to be
⎛

⎜
⎜⎜
⎝

m
′
ηI ηI

0 0 0
0 m

′
A1A1

m
′
A1A2

m
′
A1A3

0 m′
A2A1

m′
A2A2

m′
A2A3

0 m′
A3A1

m′
A3A2

m′
A3A3

⎞

⎟
⎟⎟
⎠

(A5)

where

m
′
ηI ηI

= 1

2

(
v2(λHη + λ

′
Hη) + u2

1ληφ1 + u2
2ληφ2

+u2
3ληφ3 + μ2

η

)
,

m
′
A1A1

= −u2u3μφ√
2u1

,

m
′
A1A2

= u3μφ√
2

= m
′
A2A1

,

m
′
A1A3

= −u2μφ√
2

= m
′
A3A1

,

m
′
A2A2

= −u1u3μφ√
2u2

,

m
′
A2A3

= u1μφ√
2

= m
′
A3A2

. (A6)

Appendix B: Relevant cross sections and decay widths

The cross section for the process N1N1 −→ f f̄ is found out
to be

σN1N1−→ f f̄ = n2
1g

4
BL

48π{(s − M2
ZBL

)2 + �2
ZBL

M2
ZBL

}

×
∑

f

n2
f N

C
f

√

1 − 4m2
f

s

(
2m2

f + s
)

, (B1)

wheren f (n1) is the charge of the SM fermion f (N1) under the
U (1)B−L and NC

f is the colour multiplicity of the fermions.

The total washout term WTotal given in Eq. (8) contains
multiple washout processes and can be identified to be

WTotal = WID + WlZBL−→ηN1 + Wηl−→N1ZBL + Wlη←−l̄η∗

+ WlW±(Z)−→ηN1WlN1−→l̄ N∗
1
. (B2)

Here WID is the inverse decay term and it is given by

WID = 1

4
KN1 z

3κ1(z1), (B3)

where KN1 = �1

H(z = 1)
is the decay parameter and the

corresponding decay width of N1 is given by

�1 = M1

8π

(
Y †

η Yη

)

11

(

1 − m2
η

M2
1

)

. (B4)

The other relevant washout terms are defined by

WlZBL−→ηN1 = zs

H(z = 1)
neqZBL

〈σv〉l ZBL←−ηN1 , (B5)

Wlη←→N1ZBL = zs

H(z = 1)
neqη 〈σv〉lη−→N1ZBL , (B6)

Wlη−→l̄η∗ = zs

H(z = 1)
neqη 〈σv〉lη−→l̄η∗ , (B7)

WlW±(Z)←−ηN1 = zs

H(z = 1)
neqW (Z)〈σv〉lW±(Z)−→ηN1 , (B8)

WlN1←−l̄ N∗
1

= zs

H(z = 1)
neqN1

〈σv〉lN1←−l̄ N∗
1
. (B9)

Where, 〈σv〉i j−→k,l is the thermal averaged cross section for
the process i, j −→ k, l and is given by

〈σv〉i, j−→k,l = z

8m2
i m

2
j K2

(
mi

M1
z

)
K2

(
m j

M1
z

)

×
∫ ∞

(mi+m j )
2
σi j←−kl(s − (mi + m j )

2)

× √
sK1(

√
sz/M1). (B10)
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The relevant cross sections (assuming n1 = −3/2 as in
the UV complete model) for the washouts are given below.

σl ZBL←−ηN1

= Y 2
η g

2
BL

8πs

[
(s − (mη + M1)2)(s − (mη − M1)2)

(s − (ml + MZBL )2)(s − (ml − MZBL )2)

]1/2

×
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l + 2M2
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)

s2
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⎝
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(
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2
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⎞

⎟
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σlη−→N1ZBL

= 9Y 2
η g

2
BL

32πs

[
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.
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+
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√
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2
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For the processes σl ZBL−→N1ZBL and σlη−→N1ZBL , we
have written the cross sections coming from the s-channel
diagram only as they are the dominant ones in this case. How-
ever, in our numerical analysis we have taken the contribution
from both s and t channel diagrams and their interferences.

σlW±(Z)←−ηN1

= Y 2
η g

2

64πs

[
(s − (mη + M1)

2)(s − (mη − M1)
2)
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σlη−→l̄η∗

= Y 4
η

4πs
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1

(s − M2
1 )2
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η + m2
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2
√
s
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2
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σlN1−→l̄ N1

= Y 4
η

4πs
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η

(s − m2
η)

2

⎡

⎢
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√
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⎤
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In Fig. 9, we show the behaviour of thermal averaged cross
section for l ZBL −→ N1η, a key washout process involv-
ing B − L gauge boson. The analytical estimate matches
with the numerical estimates extracted from micrOMEGAs
quite well. Clearly, with rise in ZBL mass, the cross section
increases enhancing the washout effects, as pointed out in the
discussions above. Also, for very heavy ZBL corresponding
to a decoupled scenario, there is no impact of ZBL mass
on leptogenesis due to tiny washout effects at the scale of
leptogenesis.

In Fig. 10, we show the effects of B − L gauge sector
parameters namely, gauge coupling gBL and gauge boson
mass MZBL on departure in evolution of comoving number
density of N1 from its equilibrium number density. We can
clearly notice significant effects due to these parameters as
additional gauge interactions lead to N1 annihilations keep-
ing it in equilibrium for longer duration. With the increase in
gBL the rate of N1 annihilations increases which brings N1 no

Fig. 9 Comparison of analytical and numerical results for the thermal
averaged cross section of the key washout process l ZBL −→ N1η at
temperature T = 100M1. The relevant benchmark parameters are fixed
at the following values mη = 500 GeV, M1 = 10 TeV, gBL = 0.1,
(Yη)α1 � 10−4
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Fig. 10 The deviation of the comoving number density of N1 (right

panel) with z = M1

T
from its equilibrium density for different gBL

(left panel) and for different MZBL (right panel). The Yukawa cou-

plings relevant for leptogenesis are taken to be (Yη)α1 = 10−5(1 + i)
and (Yη)α2 = 10−1(1.1 − i). The other important parameters used are
M1 = 15 TeV, M2 = 150 TeV, mη = 5 TeV. For left (right) panel plot
we fix MZBL = 5 TeV (gBL = 10−3)

density very close to its equilibrium number density, as seen
from left panel plot of Fig. 10. Also, similar behaviour can be
seen with the increase in MZBL . Since we are working in the
parameter space where MZBL ≤ 2M1, with the increase in
MZBL the cross section for N1 annihilation increases which
again bring the N1 no density closer to its equilibrium number
density.

Finally, we write the expression for νRνR −→ f f̄ cross
section mediated by ZBL used in the estimate for �Nef f .
This is given by

σνRνR−→ f f̄ = g4
BL

48π

1

(s − M2
ZBL

) + �2
ZBL

M2
ZBL

×
∑

f

n2
f N

C
f

√

1 −
4m2

f

s

(
s + 2m2

f

)
. (B16)

Appendix C: CP asymmetry

The decay width for the decay N1 −→ ηl is given by

�N1−→ηl = M1

8π
(Y †

η Yη)11

(

1 − m2
η

M2
1

)2

(C1)

The CP asymmetry parameter for N1 → lαη, ¯lαη̄ is given by

ε1α = 1

8π(Y †
η Yη)11

[

f

(
M2

2

M2
1

,
m2

η

M2
1

)

Im[(Yη)∗α1(Yη)α2(Y †
η Yη)12]

− M2
1

M2
2 − M2

1

(

1 − m2
η

M2
1

)2

Im[(Yη)∗α1(Yη)α2H12]
⎤

⎦ (C2)

where, the function f (r ji , ηi ) is coming from the interfer-
ence of the tree-level and one loop diagrams and has the form

f (r ji , ηi ) = √
r ji

[

1 + (1 − 2ηi + r ji )

(1 − η2
i )

2
ln(

r ji − η2
i

1 − 2ηi + r ji
)

]

(C3)

with r ji = M2
j /M

2
i and ηi = m2

η/M
2
i . The self energy con-

tribution Hi j is given by

Hi j = (Y †
η Yη)i j

M j

Mi
+ (Y †

η Yη)
∗
i j (C4)

Now, the CP asymmetry parameter, neglecting the flavour
effects (summing over final state flavours α) is

ε1 = 1

8π(Y †
η Yη)11

Im[((Y †
η Yη)12)

2] 1√
r21

F(r21, η1) (C5)

where the function F(r ji , η) is defined as

F(r ji , ηi ) = √
r ji

[
f (r ji , ηi ) −

√
r ji

r ji − 1
(1 − ηi )

2
]

. (C6)

Let us denote the Yukawa couplings as

(Yη)α1 = a + ia, (C7)

(Yη)α2 = b − ic, (C8)
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where a, b, c are three real numbers. For this choice of
Yukawa, The CP asymmetry parameter for N1 decay is

ε1 ∝ Im[(Y †
η Yη)

2
12]

(Y †
η Yη)11

= −18a2(Re[(b − ic)2])
6a2

= −3(Re[(b − ic)2]) = −3(b2 − c2) (C9)

Here one can also notice that to have a non-vanishing CP
asymmetry we must have b �= c.
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